Congregational Singing
Lesson 7 – Praise My Soul, the King of Heaven
March 19, 2017
15 minutes

Participants:

Rob Rayburn, Ron Bechtel, Margaret Eby, Congregation

Purpose:

Introduce new musical concepts: rhythm and note values

Desired Outcome:

Foundational understand of musical notation. 4-part harmony for new hymn

3 minutes

Introduction

Rob Rayburn

4 minutes

Principles of Congregational Singing

Margaret Eby





10 minutes

Exercise / Applying the Principles



1 minute

Understand the mathematics of music
Introduction to note duration and rhythm
Understand what time signatures mean

Identify and apply time signatures
Learn Praise My Soul, the King of Heaven in 4-parts

Conclusion


Margaret Eby

Margaret Eby

Music Appreciation

Resources/Handout:
Praise My Soul, the King of Heaven
This Lord’s Day evening, we are going to see and hear how important mathematics is in making music. Think
what a challenge it was to figure out a way to put the music we hear down on paper, in such a way, that someone
who had never heard the music before, could look at symbols on a page, and play the music perfectly.
The length of time a note is played is called its note duration and it determined by the type of note written on the
page.
A whole note has the longest duration. A half note is half the duration of a whole note. In other words, two half
notes equal a whole note. A quarter note is a fourth of the duration of a whole note. Four quarter notes have the
same duration as a whole note. Notes with shorter duration than a quarter note have flags on them. A flag
signals that the note is ½ the duration of a quarter. An eighth note has one flag. Two eighth notes have the same

duration as a quarter note. Two flags would be half the duration again. These are sixteenth notes and four
sixteenth notes have the same duration as a quarter note.
There are examples printed on the handout you picked up before entering the sanctuary. Sometimes you’ll see a
note with the stem going down. That doesn’t make a difference in the duration of the note. It’s often an editor’s
technique to make the notes easier to read. Or in the case of our hymnal, to distinguish between the 2 voices in
th
the treble line – alto with stems down and sopranos with stems going up. Take for example, the 4 measure of
the hymn, Praise My Soul the King of Heaven. And to distinguish between the bass line and the tenor line in the
bass cleff in that same measure.
The time signature at the start of nearly every piece or hymn, tells you what type of note gets a beat, and how
many beats are in a measure. A measure is separated by a bar line. Most hymns are written in 4/4 time. The top
number tells us that each measure will have 4 beats in it. The bottom number tells us that a quarter note will get
one beat. If the time signature is 6/8 time, there are 6 beats in a measure, and the eighth note gets one beat.
One final lesson. A note that has a dot next to it, is ½ again the duration of the note. For example, the duration of
a dotted quarter note is one and a half beats , assuming we are in a time signature where a quarter note gets one
beat. A half note, again in 4/4 time, is two beats. Add a dot to that half note and the note is now 3 beats long.
OK, let’s put this new information to work as we learn to sing, Praise My Soul the King of Heaven in 4 parts. The
hymn tune is Lauda Anima (Praise, My Soul).
Conclusion: TBD

Time Signatures:
Top number = number of beats in a measure
Bottom number – the type of note that gets 1 beat
4/4 = 4 beats in a measure; a quarter note gets one beat
6/8 = 6 beats in a measure, an eighth note gets one beat.

Note Names:

Whole note

Half note

Quarter note

Eighth note

Sixteenth note

Whole rest

Half rest

Quarter rest

Eighth rest

Sixteenth rest

Dotted quarter note

Dotted quarter rest

